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From	bus To	bus Extension	results	(MW) Matpower	results	(MW)
1 2 73.85173986 73.85173986
1 5 37.6081255 37.6081255
2 3 43.59649753 43.59649753
2 4 32.39016383 32.39016383
2 5 23.1096668 23.1096668
3 4 17.07165369 17.07165369
4 5 40.19769229 40.19769229
4 7 0.550365546 0.550365546
4 9 7.165836883 7.165836883
5 6 12.92010001 12.92010001
6 11 8.935279685 8.935279685
6 12 7.931497857 7.931497857
6 13 18.38517125 18.38517125
7 8 33.53184878 33.53184878
7 9 34.08221433 34.08221433
9 10 3.564720315 3.564720315
9 14 8.183330897 8.183330897
10 11 5.435279685 5.435279685
12 13 1.831497857 1.831497857
13 14 6.716669103 6.716669103
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